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Executive Summary

Within the US and around the world, hospital executives are facing increasing pressure to reduce operating costs and improve quality of care. Hospitals that fare best will be those that become efficient operators and reduce waste in their clinical care. Efforts are underway in many places to reduce waste, improve efficiency, and maintain quality. In December 2009, the Health Foundation in the United Kingdom commissioned the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) to design and test a tool for identifying clinical waste within the hospital inpatient setting. Through review of existing literature, conversations with experts, and direct input from hospitals engaged in testing, IHI developed the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool. The Waste Identification Tool was designed to identify clinical and operational waste from the perspective of frontline clinical staff, with the aim of informing strategic decision making for the hospital.

The Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool was developed through two cycles of research and development at IHI. In the first cycle, eight hospitals (six from the UK and two from the US) conducted rapid-cycle testing of the Waste Identification Tool and engaged in one-on-one conference calls with IHI faculty to debrief those tests. The Waste Identification Tool consists of five modules — Ward Module, Patient Care Module, Diagnosis Module, Treatment Module, and Patient Module — that qualitatively identify opportunities for waste reduction. The tool is designed to provide a snapshot of potential areas of waste within a hospital, as identified by frontline clinical staff. Once this snapshot is obtained, representatives of the hospital’s frontline clinical staff, finance department, and leadership engage in a process of enriched review and analysis of Waste Identification Tool findings to prioritize waste reduction initiatives that will result in cost savings for the organization.

This white paper describes the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool, instructs users in how to make best use of it, and offers methods for using Waste Identification Tool findings to inform strategic decisions that will remove waste.

Background

Impetus for This Work

Accelerating health care costs and poor quality have generated headlines in many Western countries in the past few years. Health care expenditures in the United States have tripled, from $714 billion in 1990 to over $2.3 trillion in 2008.¹ In the United Kingdom, health care expenditures have risen from 6.6 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) in 1997 to 8.4 percent of GDP in 2007, reaching upwards of £118 billion, including public and private spending.² At the same time, the health care quality improvement movement has reached a critical point in terms of reach, public consciousness, provider conscientiousness, and impact on patient care. There have never been so many convergent pressures to improve access and quality with fewer resources.
Yet until very recently, the rationale for health care providers to undertake quality improvement (QI) initiatives rested largely on “doing the right thing,” and any financial benefit resulting from QI efforts was regarded as an attractive side effect. However, impending health care cutbacks and mounting evidence that better care at lower costs can be achieved provide additional motivation for organizations to identify and reduce waste in clinical care processes.

In the United Kingdom, the Health Foundation has expressed specific concern about waste that occurs through patient care — for example, waste associated with patient flow (the patient being in the wrong place at the right time) and inappropriate care (the patient receiving the wrong treatment). At the request of the Health Foundation and as a natural progression in the Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s (IHI’s) own work on reducing costs and increasing value in health care, IHI conducted a research and development initiative aimed at developing and testing a Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool (referred to in this document as the Waste Identification Tool) that frontline staff can use to identify waste within hospitals. This white paper describes how to use the Waste Identification Tool and its findings in a structured and systematic process of identification, prioritization, and reduction of waste in the inpatient hospital setting.

Definition of Waste

In a broad sense, waste can be considered as any activity or resource in an organization that does not add value to an external customer. Possible examples include wasted materials, movement of people or items from one place to another, inventories, time spent waiting, people working in processes that are not important to the customer, extra steps in a process, repeating work that has been done previously, and more staff than required to match the demand for products and services. Waste identification and reduction has long been a focus for creating efficiency, reducing costs, and improving quality within other industries; carefully targeting waste reduction as a means of reducing costs is now rapidly developing within health care.

For example, within a hospital setting, patients often spend time waiting to transition to a different level of care. This is most certainly wasted time from the perspective of the patient; it also represents waste for the care providers and the organization. A staffed but empty hospital bed is wasted time for the care providers and wasted expense for the organization. Another example is a hospital-acquired infection. Here the patient’s time is wasted as he/she is likely to undergo additional treatment or have a longer hospital stay; the caregiver’s time is wasted because he/she must provide care that could have been avoided; and the hospital experiences waste as it incurs the added expense of this unnecessary care.

The focus on waste as an important strategy for improving the quality of care and reducing costs has increased in recent years. In 2008, the National Priorities Partnership, a partnership between the National Quality Forum and 28 other business and health care organizations within
the United States, put forth nine national targets for health care overuse to help create more affordable care. In the United Kingdom, the Productive Ward Programme, undertaken by the NHS Institute for Improvement and Innovation, and the NHS Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) activities are examples of efforts to address waste in the delivery of health care.

Efforts to reduce waste in the inpatient hospital setting have not progressed in some areas due to inherent conflicts with hospital revenue or failure to recognize the activity as waste. For example, infections that develop during hospitalization have the potential to add revenue under some payment schemes, although from a population health and resource perspective this represents a waste of resources because these infections are potentially preventable. Due to these complexities, the Waste Identification Tool defines waste without reference to revenue. Obviously, some waste adds to cost, some waste adds to revenue, and some waste both adds to cost and detracts from revenue. Because of this variation in financial environments, how waste impacts the hospital's bottom line must be determined on an organization-specific basis.

The academic literature reveals relatively little information about the system-wide or societal perspective of hospital waste. IHI conducted an expanded search of non-academic research — white papers, statements from national research bodies, and reports from consulting firms in the US and the UK — to understand hospital waste priorities. The sources of this information included IHI, the National Quality Forum (NQF), the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), and the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in the US, and the NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement in the UK, among others. The most commonly cited sources of clinical waste (as opposed to administrative or operational waste) were the following: adverse events and complications; inappropriate use of clinical services or providers; overuse of clinical services such as diagnostic procedures, medications, or other treatments; hospital readmissions; lack of care coordination, leading to duplication and rework; unwarranted variation in care when strong scientific evidence exists; and delays.

Based on the literature review and a series of key informant interviews, IHI identified three broad categories of clinical waste to provide a structure for initial work in this area: adverse events and complications, inappropriate use of clinical services or providers, and delays in or lack of care coordination. In addition, IHI identified specific markers of these categories of waste and ways they might be identified or reveal themselves on a ward or inpatient unit (e.g., a readmission might be an indicator of either a complication or a lack of care coordination) (see Table 1). Leaders and frontline clinicians strongly recommended that the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool include the patient and family perspective on unnecessary or unwanted care.
Table 1. Categories of Clinical Waste in the Hospital Setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Adverse Events and Complications</th>
<th>Inappropriate Use of Clinical Services or Providers</th>
<th>Delays in or Lack of Care Coordination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Adverse events and complications in an inpatient setting</td>
<td>The systematic use of more (or fewer) resources than necessary (e.g., treatment, setting, provider, equipment)</td>
<td>Inefficiencies in flow, throughput, communication, and coordination between providers, and between patients, providers, and families</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examples of Waste**

- Readmissions
- Healthcare-associated infections
- Central line infections
- Surgical site infections
- Ventilator-acquired pneumonias
- Procedure-related complications
- Adverse drug events
- Unwanted end-of-life services
- CT scan or MRI instead of an x-ray
- Longer than expected length of stay (LOS)
- Unnecessary hospitalization
- Inappropriate use of antibiotics
- Delayed laboratory results
- Readmissions
- Longer than expected LOS
- Bed held for admission or transfer
- Bed held for surgical patient or medical patient
- Artificial variability or inappropriate scheduling due to lack of coordination

**Current Strategies Employed by Hospitals to Reduce Clinical Waste**

As part of the development of the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool, IHI conducted a series of interviews with quality leaders across the United States to obtain a better understanding of the current practices in place to reduce waste. Although all of the organizations included in these interviews were addressing waste reduction, their efforts were focused primarily on administrative and operational waste — for example, using Lean tools to create more efficient laboratory or billing practices. Few organizations were reporting success using a waste reduction approach to dealing with clinical inefficiencies.

In addition, efforts to reduce waste were not systematic. Projects to reduce cost were conducted in disconnected and unstructured manners; our informants did not have processes or an infrastructure in place for identifying existing waste, nor were they basing strategic priorities for an organization-wide waste reduction effort on the actual financial implications for the organization's bottom line.
Using the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool

Design Principles

The Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool was designed to identify waste using a simple, real-time approach. Specifically, the Waste Identification Tool was designed according to the following design principles:

• **Qualitative Analysis:** The purpose of the Waste Identification Tool is to identify and categorize potential waste from the perspective of frontline clinical staff in order to identify strategies for waste reduction and create the engagement necessary for successful implementation of these strategies. This is accomplished through a qualitative assessment of an area or specific patient processes where potential waste is documented as either present or not. The tool does not specify the amount, seriousness, or cause of waste. This is to ensure a simple, non-burdensome process that frontline staff can conduct.

• **Clear Articulation of Waste Types:** Each of the Waste Identification Tool’s modules includes clearly articulated “waste types” — i.e., similar forms of waste that may occur in significant volume and are measurable — and is structured as a one-page worksheet that may be easily understood and used. The one-page worksheet is designed for data to be collected by a frontline reviewer in real time, and also includes a companion instruction page to guide the reviewer’s efforts. Each waste type is intended to be unique to minimize overlap.

• **Frontline Staff Approach:** An essential factor in the development of the Waste Identification Tool is that the waste is identified and data is collected by frontline clinical staff — physicians, nurses, and other clinical staff providing direct patient care. Frontline staff are closest to the work and best positioned to identify potential waste. Given the Waste Identification Tool’s overall objective of identifying waste to inform the organization’s future waste reduction efforts, the engagement of frontline clinical staff helps to ensure successful implementation of waste reduction strategies.

Testing

IHI initially tested the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool with participating hospitals between December 2009 and March 2010, beginning with the design and testing of the Ward Module. Initial waste types identified for testing were informed by our original literature reviews and focused on delays and adverse events, including hospital-associated infections and unnecessary hospitalizations. Participating hospitals conducted the first test as a small-scale, proof-of-concept test to determine whether frontline staff could review all beds in a particular ward and, using a simple form with basic definitions, indicate whether the bed was occupied and, if so, whether the patient occupying the bed had experienced an adverse event, an infection, an unnecessary hospitalization, or a delay in care (all forms of waste). Having established that this form of data collection and waste identification was feasible and meaningful to frontline staff, the hospitals testing the tool then focused
more closely on refining the identification and definition of the waste types in the Ward Module until sufficient knowledge was acquired. IHI then used a similar process to develop and test additional modules in the Waste Identification Tool.

The frontline clinical staff testers of the Waste Identification Tool from the eight participating organizations were, in most cases, nurses and physicians providing direct patient care. The testers used the Waste Identification Tool in a variety of hospital settings, including medical inpatient wards, elective surgery wards, and emergency admissions units. The feedback from frontline testers of the Ward Module informed the development of the subsequent modules. In particular, although the Waste Identification Tool was originally intended to identify clinical waste, there are instances when a waste type could be identified as both operational and clinical. For example, a patient awaiting discharge may be delayed both because of a need for a clinical consult (clinical waste) and because arrangements for transfer have not yet been coordinated (operational waste). Rather than force frontline staff into potentially confusing and disengaging deliberations about definitions of operational versus clinical waste, these distinctions were removed. In addition, testers frequently asked for greater clarity of definitions. Consequently, the IHI team took great care to ensure that definitions were clear to frontline staff and that necessary explanatory detail was easily available within the Waste Identification Tool itself. Testers also consistently requested more concrete examples for each waste type; examples are now included in the Waste Identification Tool as a series of clear bullet points (see Table 1).

One of the major issues in developing the Waste Identification Tool centered on the frontline testers’ discomfort and/or perceived inability to deem another clinician’s care or treatment of a patient as inappropriate. In order to maintain the strong engagement of frontline staff in developing and testing the Waste Identification Tool, and to ensure the creation of a resource that would be used by frontline staff going forward, the IHI team decided that reviewers would not be required to make these judgments explicitly. For example, in the Diagnosis Module, users review hospital admission orders for the presence of specific diagnostic tests that often are unnecessary. Rather than ask clinicians to decide on the appropriateness of those tests, reviewers only affirm whether the test (which is often overused) was requested. The Waste Identification Tool then reports the presence or absence of these tests that are often considered wasteful, and signals the need to explore further if they are present in large numbers. As such, decisions related to the appropriateness of care are not made at the point of data collection, but rather through further analysis and conversation taking place with members of the frontline staff, finance, and hospital leadership.

Through this process of initial design and testing, the Waste Identification Tool demonstrated strong face-validity with the frontline staff involved in testing the tool. However, utilizing the tool findings obtained by the frontline staff to set priorities and assign resources for successful execution of a waste reduction portfolio of projects requires engagement of other key members of the hospital. To design for this, IHI conducted a second R&D cycle to answer the following questions:
1. Can the Waste Identification Tool be used to stimulate frontline engagement in waste reduction strategies and execution?
2. The Waste Identification Tool has demonstrated face-validity with frontline staff; does it also resonate with hospital leadership?
3. How will hospitals use the information generated through use of the Waste Identification Tool by frontline staff?
4. Can use of the Waste Identification Tool be integrated with ongoing waste reduction strategies?
5. Will the waste reduction strategies result in “dark green dollar” savings (i.e., savings that are realized at the bottom line) for the hospital?
6. How does this method of waste identification and priority setting compare to other successful methods used by hospitals? What are the advantages and disadvantages of the Waste Identification Tool compared to these other approaches?

IHI’s testing of the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool continued with a focus on providing answers to these questions through the design of a process for turning Waste Identification Tool findings into a strategy for reducing waste. We believed that through engagement and productive discussions with frontline staff, finance, and hospital leadership, it would be possible to set strategic priorities, estimate the results, and plan for the successful execution of waste reduction initiatives. Our aim was to further build and test methods that would help hospitals identify, prioritize, and then reduce waste in processes for delivering patient care while improving quality and ultimately reducing expenses for the organization. The specific deliverables for this phase of testing were the following:

- Test and document a process of conducting additional analysis of findings from the Waste Identification Tool and determining waste reduction priorities through the engagement of frontline staff, finance, and leadership.
- Validate the theory that the Waste Identification Tool is unique in its ability to stimulate frontline staff engagement.
- Develop a framework and methods to guide the development and execution of a balanced portfolio of waste reduction projects that result in expense reduction for the hospital.

While still an area of learning, the process for moving from waste identified to waste removed begins with analyzing the findings, estimating the impact of waste removed, and using that information to establish priorities for improvement initiatives.

**Methodology**

Data collection using the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool is similar to the process of conducting a point prevalence study: waste is measured at a specific point in time. Measurement is based on a simple analysis as to whether each type of potential waste is assessed as either “yes”
(present) or “no” (not present). It is not the goal at this stage to look for mitigating factors or determine the degree or severity of any type of waste; the sole purpose of the Waste Identification Tool is to determine the presence of potential waste at the time of evaluation. This allows insight into the likely prevalence of a given type of waste. Additional information is needed to determine the impact of waste by further investigating its actual prevalence and measuring its financial effect on the organization.

After the initial data collection by frontline staff, reviewers measure waste using a simple calculation of percent of beds with waste (i.e., percent of beds or patients with one or more types of waste identified). The denominator varies for each module depending on the unit of measure.

It is best to start by conducting a small test of the Waste Identification Tool using only one module. Hospitals often start with the Ward Module and then use additional modules to provide greater understanding of the waste that exists.

To begin, identify one or more individuals to conduct the test on one inpatient ward or unit. Use the following as a guiding principle for selecting the individual(s) as the frontline reviewer(s): keep the review as close to the frontline as possible.

The Waste Identification Tool was designed to be conducted by those most familiar with the patients and care delivered on the unit or ward being reviewed. In some cases, physicians will need to be considered frontline. In others, the nursing staff is best suited. There will be occasions during which the frontline reviewer(s) will need to obtain additional information from other members of the care team to make an evaluation. It is important that these instances are rare and that most judgments are able to be made by the designated frontline reviewer. As organizations gain experience with the Waste Identification Tool, they will learn which members of their frontline team are best able to serve as reviewers for various modules and waste types. Some organizations have found great value in using multidisciplinary teams for their reviews.

If the reviewer is not a direct caregiver on the unit or ward of focus, he/she should complete the test in collaboration with the most appropriate frontline clinical staff member for the patients in the beds being evaluated. The module reviews are easiest and most informative if the reviewers communicate directly with the hospital staff who are most familiar with the patients in those beds.

The following process can be used for testing any module:

- Identify an inpatient ward (unit) to review — i.e., any ward that currently has inpatients in designated beds who are receiving care.
- Identify a reviewer. The review is best conducted by a mid-level or frontline staff person who is familiar with daily ward care and has a good understanding of medicine. Examples include a nurse, physician, case manager, or knowledgeable mid-level nurse manager or matron.
• Select the appropriate worksheet and instructions for the module you are testing (see Appendix B for Waste Identification Tool worksheets and instructions for each module). The reviewer should visit the ward or unit to assess each item in the worksheet. This should be done in person — not via phone, or by electronic or other remote communication.
• For every unit of measure (e.g., patient or bed), place a mark in the appropriate column in the worksheet to indicate that the type of waste listed is present.
  ❍ The answer as to whether a waste type applies is based on the review occurring at that moment in time. Past events are only applicable if they affect the current status of bed use (e.g., readmission for heart failure would be considered a “yes” in the Unnecessary Hospitalization waste type of the Ward Module for any day of the patient’s stay).
  ❍ Direct communication is the best method for obtaining some information in some modules; the reviewer should ask those staff caring for the patient directly. Bedside nurses will likely be able to answer many items in the worksheet. The worksheet questions may also be asked of physicians and other clinical staff if they are present at the time of review. Direct communication has enormous value and engages frontline staff in the process.
  ❍ Review of the case notes or patient record is necessary for obtaining information in some modules or for situations when the bedside nurse is not available. Refer to the instructions for each module for recommendations on sources of information.
  ❍ In a few cases, it may be necessary to contact additional clinical staff to answer items in the worksheet. This should be rare and it is recommended that reviewers spend limited time contacting others, as this could significantly lengthen the review time and ultimately is not likely to provide value-added information.
• Note the number of beds or patients (depending on the module) with any waste identified in the appropriate space on the worksheet. The percentage is calculated as the number of beds or patients, divided by the total number reviewed.
• Space is provided in the worksheet to sum the number of each individual waste type (e.g., Healthcare-Associated Infection). This information will be helpful for assessing the impact of a specific waste type on improvement efforts going forward.
• When reviews progress to multiple wards or units, use one worksheet per ward or unit.

Modules in the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool

Note: All modules, along with instructions and definitions, are included in Appendix B.

This section describes in detail each of the modules in the Waste Identification Tool. It is important to note that we encourage organizations to think of each module as contributing key information to a larger “story” about waste that may exist in the organization. After selecting a unit(s) or ward(s) of focus for review with the Waste Identification Tool, hospitals can gain tremendous value in conducting multiple modules on those same unit(s) and ward(s). For example, if reviewers seek to
understand the waste that exists on a hospital medical unit, they may want to use both the Patient Care and Treatment Modules. The Patient Care Module might provide evidence that invasive tools (such as urinary catheters) are in use longer than needed by the patient. The Treatment Module might indicate that patients receiving anticoagulants are not getting the treatment indicated in the hospital’s standard protocol. To provide further information, reviewers might use the Patient Module to learn about potential waste from the perspective of the patient. Each module provides a distinct but valuable perspective on opportunities for waste reduction.

Ward Module

Waste in this module is assessed in hospital geographic areas in which patients are placed into beds for care. This includes the traditional inpatient care areas of medicine and surgery and other locations such as Accident & Emergency (A&E, or the emergency department), admission wards, intensive care, or any holding areas. The primary focus in this module is waste related to bed utilization; thus, for some waste types, only certain events are included. For example, not all healthcare-associated infections, adverse drug events, and procedure complications result in hospital admission or increased length of stay; this module only includes those that do. Because it is not always clearly documented when the hospital stay is lengthened by one of these events, reviewers need to rely on the judgment of those caring for the patient. The denominator for this module is the total number of all beds, including those in use and not in use.

Example

Table 2 shows an example of a completed Ward Module worksheet (note that the worksheet has been slightly customized by the hospital). In this particular hospital, the Ward Module was tested on four types of units: a trauma surgical intensive care unit, a critical care unit, a cardiovascular intensive care unit, and a burn unit. The primary reviewer, a physician working on these four units, used the Waste Identification Tool on a total of 19 beds. Using the examples provided in the worksheet, if waste was identified as being present for the bed being reviewed, the reviewer reported “yes” and checked the column designating the type of waste. A short but informative description providing a bit more detail on the waste was also included to aid in conversations about future waste reduction efforts. These comments allow the reviewer to include additional detail that will provide further insight into the waste identified — for example, possible trends that may be occurring. The example shows that 16 of the 19 beds had some form of waste, equaling 84 percent waste; moreover, the completed worksheet clearly shows a trend with regard to delays related to end-of-life issues. The worksheet will then be reviewed and discussed by a team of frontline reviewers, members of finance, and hospital leadership to make decisions about what initiatives to put in place to reduce waste in those areas of most prevalence with biggest financial impact for the organization.
Table 2. Sample Completed Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool Worksheet: Ward Module

Unit: ICU  Date: April 10  Reviewer: Physician

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Bed ID</th>
<th>WASTE</th>
<th>WASTE Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-10</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-T</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-S</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-M</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-J</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-R</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-P</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of beds with any waste identified: 16
Percent of total beds reviewed: 84%
TOTAL BEDS REVIEWED: 19

The Waste Identification Tool was designed to be simple to use; in this example, the review was completed in 15 minutes. The provider conducting the review knew the patients well and was familiar with their care. In addition to showing areas where waste may be occurring, this completed worksheet also highlights in actual counts what “frustrates” patients and clinicians on a daily basis.
Patient Care Module

In this module, the form of waste captured is unnecessary patient care, particularly treatment that is no longer needed based on changes in patient condition. It includes the following waste types:

- Monitoring
- Invasive tools
- Medications
- Tests
- Therapies

When this module is used, each patient in a bed is assessed to determine if any patient care has been given in the designated waste types that seems to be unnecessary. Very often the care was appropriate when it was initiated for the patient, but was continued longer than necessary. Examples include central lines, prophylactic antibiotics, daily lab tests, and therapies such as physical therapy.

Note: This module has had only four tests by frontline staff. When nursing staff complete this module without involvement of physicians and other clinical staff, it seems to be challenging to determine whether the care is needed any longer. A multidisciplinary team may be more effective in conducting reviews for this module. Further testing of this module is warranted.

Diagnosis Module

At the time of hospital admission, or prior to a surgical procedure, diagnostic tests and procedures may be required to complement a comprehensive history and a complete physical examination. However, the literature suggests that many such tests and procedures are either overused or misused. The Diagnosis Module looks at these types of waste by starting with tests and procedures that are requested as a matter of "routine" on admission or done preoperatively rather than based on the patient’s signs, symptoms, and predicted diagnosis.

This module only measures whether common diagnostic tests or procedures were requested or not ("yes" or "no"). Some may have been necessary and appropriate for particular patients, so at this level they are considered as “possible” waste. Further analysis occurring later in the process of utilizing the review findings will be needed to determine the amount of actual waste.

This module has two categories of waste types:

- Hospital admissions
- Preoperative evaluation

The review should be conducted on a selected ward or inpatient unit.
The following are examples of tests that should be considered as possible waste when requested on admission (i.e., in physician orders at the time of admission and within first 12 hours) or prior to surgery:

- Urinalysis
- Thyroid function studies
- Electrocardiogram (ECG)
- Chest x-ray (CXR)
- Metabolic panel (typically includes glucose, electrolytes, proteins, kidney function tests, and liver enzymes)

Reviewers determine only whether or not the test was requested.

**Treatment Module**

The Treatment Module assesses whether treatments supported by scientific evidence are provided, based on an assumption that such treatments will minimize waste resulting from use of other potentially medically unnecessary resources or from complications. Most hospitals apply science to treatment through protocols, guidelines, order sets, or other standardized approaches to care. There is no attempt in this module to validate whether the treatment is appropriate in individual cases.

The Treatment Module defines several types of potential waste, using the definitions in the literature and consensus treatment recommendations by expert organizations:

- Anticoagulation
- Glucose management
- Postoperative treatments for high-volume procedures
  - Elective hip or knee replacement
  - Coronary artery bypass graft
  - Cardiac valve replacement
  - Femoral-popliteal bypass graft
- Pain control

This is certainly not a comprehensive list, as there are other clinical topics with accepted treatment guidelines backed by science that may be included in future modules or versions. A first assessment using these four areas may provide important insight as to the application and use of standards in a hospital.

Early testing of this module has shown some reluctance among the nursing staff to label waste in instances in which the evidence base was not used. Validating that these four types of potential waste are actual waste and expanding the testing are warranted to learn more about this module.
Patient Module

The Patient Module is meant to determine what patients perceive as helpful and valuable in their inpatient care. Although most patients do not have the background in health sciences, patients often have significant insight into possible waste that has occurred during their hospitalizations.

This module uses a different measurement methodology from the other modules. The Patient Module uses an interview technique to gather qualitative information about possible waste from the patient’s perspective, rather than counting the incidence of potential waste.

Example

The Patient Module was tested in an interview at one of the test hospitals with a 54-year-old male with recent hip replacement. The patient cited the following specific examples of waste:

- An EKG was done the day of surgery, but had also been done in the internist’s office two days before surgery.
- Sequential compression devices kept falling off and never seemed to work.
- The physical therapy department continued walking the patient even after he was walking on his own without difficulty.
- Portion sizes for meals continued to be large even though the patient requested smaller portions at least three times.

Customizing the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool

An important principle during the design of the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool was to ensure it could be customized to maximize its effectiveness for an organization’s unique setting. Although the Waste Identification Tool has proven to be very useful for hospitals in its original format and as included in this white paper, some organizations may find value in customizing the tool to obtain more specific information about existing waste or to apply the Waste Identification Tool to non-acute care settings.

When considering whether to customize the Waste Identification Tool, it is important to keep the following in mind:

- Customization may focus on any setting, whether inpatient or outpatient (some early testing is even underway to apply the Waste Identification Tool to administrative processes), as long as the frontline approach is used.
- The concepts of qualitative evaluation (responding “yes” or “no” to whether waste is present at the time of review) and involving the frontline staff are important.
- Clearly identify and define any of the waste types to be considered.
The simple customization process is outlined below in three steps.

**Step 1. Define the Denominator**

The first step in customizing the Waste Identification Tool is to define the denominator to be used for conducting reviews. Sample denominators include the following:

- Total number of beds on a ward or unit
- Total number of operating rooms in a hospital
- Total number of examination rooms in a clinic
- Any unit of repetitive work (e.g., consecutive MRI scans, physical therapy appointments, or ABGs)

**Step 2. Articulate and Define the Waste Types**

Once you have determined your denominator, and based on your knowledge of potential existing waste, articulate the likely waste types to be identified through use of the customized Waste Identification Tool.

- Clearly define what you consider to be waste for each waste type so that frontline staff conducting the review have no difficulty making a qualitative (“yes” or “no”) decision about whether waste is present.
- Use the originally designed modules (Ward, Patient Care, Diagnosis, Treatment, or Patient) as a template when building a worksheet for your customized module and waste types.

**Step 3. Conduct Tests of the Customized Version**

To determine whether your customization will obtain the information that is desired and most helpful to you, conduct a small-scale review (on one unit or ward) using the customized module or waste type(s) and then review the information obtained.

Testing customized versions of the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool has only recently begun. However, testing organizations have found customization to be very easy and valuable to their efforts to identify waste. Below are two examples of how the Waste Identification Tool has been customized:

- A hospital-based home health agency customized the Waste Identification Tool, creating a new module for use in their Patient Accounts Department with their home care billers. This module is being used to identify waste related to partially paid or denied billing claims. The frontline team, in this case the billers, determined the waste types based on the most common issues encountered and, because of their involvement in the customization process, are very engaged and excited about its use. The customized Waste Identification Tool is located on a shared computer drive within the organization for use as a communication tool and central repository for follow-up notes and
resolution. Details ranging from documentation of the denial to follow-up or resolution, as well as tracking of percent of gross revenue denied, are now in one place, eliminating duplicative emails and spreadsheets and allowing for identification of denial trends.

- A large health care system customized the Waste Identification Tool for use in its office practices. Based on the Ward Module, the frontline team helped identify waste types appropriate for this setting. A few of the examples of waste types being tested include: exam room contains non-functioning equipment; room used inappropriately; patient in room but physician is not in clinic; patient in room is dilating; patient in room waiting for diagnostic testing; and patient in room longer because initial paperwork is incomplete.

Utilization of Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool Findings

A Process for Setting Waste Reduction Priorities

Once frontline reviewers have obtained sufficient qualitative data from their use of the Waste Identification Tool, they will want to take steps to reduce this waste with the goal of improving the quality and efficiency of care delivered and reducing the overall expense to the organization. The decision regarding the amount of qualitative data to obtain before moving to the next steps in this process is a subjective one. Reviewers should consider how much information is needed to have reasonable confidence that the potential waste identified has a likely impact on the organization. Subsequent quantitative analysis will provide greater understanding of the actual impact of the waste identified. In light of this, exhaustive qualitative data is unnecessary.

There is much variation in how hospitals are organized, the services they provide and deliver, and the patients they treat. As a result, the waste types will have different financial and political implications in different hospitals. Hospital leaders will need to understand how each waste type identified with the Waste Identification Tool will affect their hospital in order to prioritize, resource, and implement a portfolio of waste reduction projects.

In the 2009 white paper, Increasing Efficiency and Enhancing Value in Health Care, IHI outlined specific methods and strategies for developing a waste reduction portfolio of projects that will result in organization-wide savings. Building upon this work, IHI has designed and tested a process for analyzing, prioritizing, and executing waste reduction projects based on the Waste Identification Tool findings. This process is illustrated in Figure 1:

- The left side of Figure 1 shows, from top to bottom, the steps that frontline reviewers take to obtain qualitative data about waste.
- Continuing along, the right side of Figure 1 shows, from bottom to top, the steps that leadership then takes to use the findings of the frontline review to analyze, prioritize, and implement waste reduction projects.
Figure 1. Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool: The Process of Analyzing, Prioritizing, and Executing Waste Reduction Projects

**Step 1. Analysis**

- **Engagement:** Bring together the frontline staff reviewers, one or more members of finance, and hospital leadership to review findings from the Waste Identification Tool and identify two to three types of waste for further investigation. This meeting is called the “conversation”; its purpose is to engage all levels of the organization in a process of understanding the most prevalent or impactful types of waste based on Waste Identification Tool findings.

- **Conduct Further Analysis and Understand Financial Impact:** After identifying two to three priority areas of waste from the initial Waste Identification Tool findings, conduct additional analysis to determine actual prevalence of waste (i.e., through patient case record review) and the financial and political implications of reducing this waste within the specific hospital environment. The financial team should assist with understanding the financial implications and estimating the potential savings. The frontline team should assist with gathering additional quantitative data on the actual prevalence of the waste. In some cases, hospitals have built their confidence in the Waste Identification Tool findings by using it over time.
Step 2. Prioritization

- **Decision to Resource:** After compiling all of the information needed to better understand the impact of reducing waste identified by the Waste Identification Tool, convene the representatives described previously to make a decision about which types of waste to address. This meeting is called the “discussion.” In addition to setting waste reduction priorities using the Waste Identification Tool findings, hospital leadership may also have projects of strategic importance to add to the portfolio. The goal of this process is to develop a portfolio of waste reduction projects that will result in significant cost savings for the hospital. Teams should document anticipated cost savings and the project’s impact on the organization’s bottom line with input from financial leaders. As with any successful endeavor, projects selected for waste reduction efforts should have resources committed for execution of those projects.

- **Determine Strategies:** After identifying a portfolio of waste reduction projects based on using the Waste Identification Tool in several areas of the hospital, and in combination with other strategic decision-making processes, the team, including members of the frontline and leadership, should develop strategies for testing changes to reduce waste in selected areas. The users of the Waste Identification Tool are often the strongest advocates for waste reduction projects. Although the goal is organization-wide savings, reduction efforts should begin on a small scale, such as in a specific area of the hospital or with a segment of patients or providers, as is recommended in any improvement initiative. Specific strategies for capturing the actual savings associated with waste reduction efforts are outlined in IHI’s white paper, *Increasing Efficiency and Enhancing Value in Health Care: Ways to Achieve Savings in Operating Costs per Year.*

Step 3. Execution

- **Implement Waste Reduction Projects:** Hospital leadership will need to ensure adequate resourcing for successful execution of waste reduction projects and set organizational goals for clinical outcomes and financial savings. Leadership should put into place a process for obtaining this critical frontline input to develop a portfolio of waste reduction projects that will result in year-on-year cost savings.

The aim of this process is to engage all key players in identifying waste, setting priorities, and executing a portfolio of waste reduction projects that result in savings for the organization. Waste reduction opportunities may be identified through many different channels. Some projects will be identified by hospital leadership, based on the organization’s strategic priorities. Others may be included because of a specific funding opportunity or because it is of special interest to an influential staff member or clinician. The value of the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool is that it is a bottom-up approach, enabling frontline staff and middle management to contribute to this process through findings from their use of the Waste Identification Tool. Engagement of the financial team is also critical, as they will help ensure a portfolio of waste reduction projects that will result in
significant expense reductions realized at the organization’s bottom line. Organizations working to execute a waste reduction portfolio should set financial goals to drive their efforts. At this time, IHI recommends that an average-sized hospital of approximately 300 beds should aim for a portfolio that results in $10 million in savings in expenditures each year.

**Example**

A hospital assembled a team from across multiple medical and surgical units to use the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool. The team used the Ward Module to understand waste associated with their hospital’s bed utilization. After using the Waste Identification Tool, the team was able to easily identify several areas of waste: unnecessary extended work-up for low-risk chest pain, increased hospital length of stay for sickle cell patients due to an inconsistent plan of care, completion of a full panel of blood tests with every ABG in the ICU setting, delays in consultation recommendations for ICU patients, and delays in testing for inpatients (MRI and CT).

The team discussed the potential savings and political implications of conducting projects in each of these areas. The team engaged representatives from finance in this process to help determine savings. Although some projects would not result in significant savings in the current environment, the team decided to include them in a portfolio because of future opportunities for savings. The team involved in determining this set of projects is very excited about bringing their recommendations and data to the hospital leadership team for inclusion in a hospital-wide portfolio of projects. They intend to challenge their senior team to set a financial goal for the organization and to support their routine use of the Waste Identification Tool to contribute to this process.

The Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool has been designed in such a way that it may be adapted by individual organizations to maximize its effectiveness within their clinical environment. Organizations may add additional types of waste within modules or use the overall approach to create a new module that addresses a different geographic or functional area.

**Example**

A team from one of the test hospitals found the Ward Module to be of great value in identifying, in real time, waste that existed in their ICU. They used the Waste Identification Tool every day over a 30-day period. By doing so, they determined that much of their waste was in clinical delays. This allowed the team to adapt the Ward Module to better meet their needs by further differentiating the types of clinical waste and removing other types of waste that were less prevalent. The hospital staff were thus able to obtain more specific information on areas of most concern and this better informed the process of developing a portfolio of waste reduction projects. In addition, this continuous, real-time approach allowed the nurse manager to discover almost immediately that a new catheter introduced to the unit resulted in significant complications; she was able to discontinue its use within
days. Although the Waste Identification Tool findings have not yet been brought to the financial team for further analysis, the nurse manager was able to address an issue that significantly impacted the quality of care delivered to patients on that unit.

**Additional Resources for Setting Priorities**

As part of the development of the Waste Identification Tool, IHI designed and tested a matrix to help hospitals prioritize waste reduction initiatives (see Figure 2). The matrix prompts the user to think about each potential project in terms of how much quality will improve and how much cost will be reduced. Although this matrix helps organizations understand the impact of waste reduced within their current financial environment, organizations should explore anticipated changes (such as health care reform) and set priorities based on both the short- and long-term implications for the organization.

Figure 2. Waste Reduction Project Portfolio Prioritization Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of Care Implications</th>
<th>Substantial Cost Savings</th>
<th>Moderate Cost Savings</th>
<th>Cost Neutral, Expense Increase, or Revenue Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows an example of a completed matrix. In this example, the team identified five areas of waste in their hospital: hospital-acquired infections, blood culture contamination, handoff confusion, heart failure readmissions, and overuse of lab and x-ray services. For each area of waste, the team made some qualitative estimates about the implications for cost and quality.

In this example, reducing hospital-acquired infections (HAIs) seems to have the highest potential to reduce cost and improve quality. Reducing blood culture contamination and improving handoffs are next highest in potential.
Figure 3. Sample Completed Waste Reduction Project Portfolio Prioritization Matrix

Financial Implications in the Current System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of Care Implications</th>
<th>Substantial Cost Savings</th>
<th>Moderate Cost Savings</th>
<th>Cost Neutral, Expense Increase, or Revenue Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Reduce Hospital-Acquired Infections ($7K-$40K per case)</td>
<td>Reduce Blood Culture Contamination ($/patient day)</td>
<td>*Reduce Heart Failure Readmissions ($/case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>*Reduce Handoff Confusion ($/case)</td>
<td>*Decrease Use of Lab and X-ray Services ($/patient day)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In the changing health care reform environment, this improvement is likely to have more positive implications for operating revenue and expenses.

The hospitals that tested the Waste Identification Tool have found it to be a useful method for identifying waste, setting strategic priorities, and executing a portfolio of projects with the end goal of reducing expense for the hospital (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Establishing a Realistic Portfolio for Waste and Cost Reduction Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify Potential Waste Types</th>
<th>Waste, Cost, and Quality Assessment</th>
<th>Build and Execute a Portfolio</th>
<th>Realistic, Effective Portfolio of Waste and Cost Reduction Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Many methods: • Waste Identification Tool • Dashboards • Benchmarking • Mimic others’ projects</td>
<td>• Finance engages with potential waste reduction initiatives • Data collection and analysis verifies opportunity • Plan to capture $ and redeploy</td>
<td>• Select initiatives considering goals and environmental realities • Integrate waste initiatives into organizational costs • Execute on the initiatives with leader support • Capture $ and redeploy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Medical Director of one of the hospitals testing the Waste Identification Tool commented:

“Our experience with the Waste Identification Tool has demonstrated its value in engaging frontline staff in planning waste reduction activities. When they identify waste, they frequently have ideas about how to eliminate waste. The Waste Identification Tool has also helped us have more substantive discussions between clinical quality people and finance people. As we develop initiatives to decrease costs, we anticipate that the Waste Identification Tool will allow us to avoid across-the-board cuts in favor of cuts targeted to reduce specific waste types.”

In this hospital, bedside nurses used the Ward Module to review over 336 beds to gain a snapshot of the potential waste existing in their hospital; they identified waste in 207 beds, or 55 percent. The most prevalent reasons for this waste were the following: rooms were used as storage, beds were waiting to be cleaned, patients were awaiting discharge, and, in several cases, the patient was readmitted from a previous hospitalization. Figure 5 is a bar chart depicting the waste identified in this hospital’s reviews.

The result of these reviews was not new news for the nurses involved. However, what was new was their tremendous enthusiasm for the effort because, for the first time, they had been asked to identify the problems for input into the organization’s strategic planning process. The hospital leadership, on the other hand, was very surprised at the magnitude of the waste existing in the hospital. Again, the
In the case described, 23 types of waste discovered was not the surprise, but rather the magnitude of its impact on the organization. In addition, when the leadership team brought these findings to finance, they realized that this information could significantly impact planning underway for new construction in the hospital. In this case, financial planners determined that a single bed in the not-yet-constructed facility had a value of about $1M. With 55 percent of the beds in the current hospital already considered to include waste, according to the Waste Identification Tool findings, it was clear that the organization could potentially save millions if efforts were made to reduce waste appropriately.

**Conclusion**

The Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool helps hospital staff and leaders with the systematic identification of clinical and operational waste and subsequent priority setting of waste reduction initiatives that will result in cost savings for the organization. IHI developed and tested the Waste Identification Tool with direct input from hospital frontline clinical staff and leaders. Teams have used the Waste Identification Tool to identify potential and actual waste in five areas comprising 20 waste types. Frontline staff indicate that the Waste Identification Tool is easy to use and to teach to other staff members. Leaders report that use of the Waste Identification Tool ensures engagement of their workforce in waste reduction efforts, melting resistance to change and creating a formal process for waste identification and reduction that can result in real bottom-line savings.

Hospitals can use the Waste Identification Tool as one key strategy in an ongoing process of identifying, assessing the impact of, and reducing waste by engaging both frontline staff and leadership. The design of the Waste Identification Tool lends itself to adaptation by individual organizations to ensure its value within the specific environment of that hospital. IHI looks forward to learning more about the most effective strategies for identifying, prioritizing, and reducing waste through greater use of the tool over time.
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Appendix A: Frequently Asked Questions about the Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool

Q: Most recent reports list misuse and overuse as key areas of waste. Why are these types of waste not represented in the Waste Identification Tool?

A: Misuse and overuse are commonly identified by experts during retrospective review of specific resource utilization (such as MRIs) or with specific types of diseases and patients. The Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool was designed specifically not to place frontline staff in the position of having to judge the validity of another clinician’s decision; instead, it leaves this determination to the experts performing the enriched review that occurs later.

Q: Can we add waste types to the Waste Identification Tool?

A: Yes. The waste types identified and defined in the Waste Identification Tool are based on commonly observed waste types in most hospitals, but will not be observed equally in all hospitals. We encourage the addition of waste types that reflect the unique nature of your ward or hospital. The best way to add waste types is to clearly define the type of waste you wish to identify and then do a simple objective review as to whether or not it is present.

Q: We had several different people survey the same ward (unit) and they came up with different percentages of waste. Should we be worried about variation in the waste data?

A: No. The first step in using the Waste Identification Tool is to obtain the frontline staff perspective — the person completing the worksheet for the selected tool module. Each reviewer will interpret waste based on his/her experience and knowledge. Since the purpose of the initial evaluation using this Waste Identification Tool is to start the dialogue about whether waste types warrant improvement efforts, this type of variation is expected. Use the tool review findings as an opportunity for learning: meet with the reviewers and discuss the differences and how they reached their conclusions. This may help identify opportunities to clarify the instructions or add criteria that may be helpful during future reviews.

Q: How does the Waste Identification Tool differ from the current way leadership looks at waste in the hospital?

A: Most efforts at waste reduction often focus on budget reductions because volume, staffing, and finances are easy to measure. The Waste Identification Tool instead uses the perspective of frontline staff to identify opportunities to change the way work occurs, rather than just eliminate services. By engaging frontline staff in the identification of waste, the prediction is that there will be greater staff support for changes to reduce waste and ultimately these changes will lead to better care for patients and improved finances for the hospital.
Q: As a hospital leader, it seems unlikely to me that the frontline staff really have insight as to which types of waste will have an economic impact on hospital cost. How can the frontline reviews actually lead to money saved?

A: Generally, the best people to identify waste are those actually doing the work. Given the correct tools and permission to label work or outcomes as “waste,” the frontline staff who tested the Waste Identification Tool demonstrated that this process works quite well. However, they are not in a position to quantify the actual cost savings that might be realized from waste reduction efforts; that is the reason that finance personnel and leadership must be involved in these efforts. The frontline reviews alone using this Waste Identification Tool will not lead to money saved. The dialogue between frontline staff, leadership, and finance can lead to changes that will.
Appendix B: Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool: Worksheets and Instructions for Five Modules

The Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool includes five modules; the worksheets and instructions for the five modules follow in this section.

- Ward Module: Worksheet and Instructions
- Patient Care Module: Worksheet and Instructions
- Diagnosis Module: Worksheet and Instructions
- Treatment Module: Worksheet and Instructions
- Patient Module: Worksheet and Instructions

The worksheet for each module is intended to be used by a frontline provider for data collection in real time. The worksheets and instructions for each module are designed to be printed as one two-sided document.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Bed ID</th>
<th>WASTE*</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bed Empty &amp; Staffed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bed Occupied or Used Inappropriately</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthcare-Associated Infection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adverse Drug Event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Procedure Complication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inappropriate Hospitalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical Care Delay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flow Delay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unnecessary Hospitalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS

*If any waste type is checked, note YES for waste.
Total number of beds with any waste identified

TOTAL BEDS REVIEWED

© 2011 Institute for Healthcare Improvement
### Ward Module Instructions

**INSTRUCTIONS**
Determine the number of beds for the ward or unit. This should be the total number of all beds, including those in use and not in use. Each bed should be noted on the worksheet in the “Patient Bed ID” column, noting each bed with an identification that will be understood locally (for example, room numbers, ward bed numbers, or other identifications typically used on the ward). Use a second worksheet if you need additional space to review all beds on the ward or unit. Note the number of total beds reviewed in the space for “Total Beds Reviewed.”

Direct communication with bedside caregivers is recommended for this module. Use review of case notes or patient records only for information that cannot be obtained or if bedside caregivers are not available.

**EXAMPLES OF WASTE or POTENTIAL WASTE to INCLUDE**

**Bed Occupied or Used Inappropriately:** Beds used for other than inpatient care
- Temporary storage
- Temporary offices
- Outpatient use

**Healthcare-Associated Infection:** Patient admitted or treated for an infection caused by medical care
- Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP)
- Methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA)
- *C. difficile*
- Bloodstream infection
- Urinary tract infection (UTI)
- Wound infection
- Other

**Adverse Drug Event:** Drug-caused admission or extension of stay
- Anticoagulant bleeding
- Dialysis secondary to drug toxicity
- Bone marrow depression
- Dehydration
- Arrhythmia
- Other

**Procedure Complication:** Any procedure complication causing admission or extension of stay
- Intra-operative complication
- Pneumothorax
- Hematoma
- Postoperative shock, myocardial infarction, renal failure
- Other

**Unnecessary Hospitalization:** Any hospitalization where a defect in care caused the readmission or admission
- Diabetes
- Heart failure
- Hypertension
- Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
- Adult asthma
- Pneumonia
- Urinary tract infection
- Unplanned readmission
- Other

**Flow Delay:** Delays causing beds to be occupied that should not be
- Patient in a bed with a completed discharge waiting to leave
- Bed being held for any type of patient — medical, surgical, admission, or transfer
- Expired patient in the bed awaiting transfer to morgue (this prevents other admissions)
- Room not cleaned or in the process of being cleaned (this may delay patients who are waiting for bed assignments)

**Clinical Care Delay:** Delays in the delivery of clinical care that result in the patient remaining in a bed
- Imaging procedures not able to be done or delayed
- Surgery delays due to tests or consults not completed
- Consultation delays resulting in prolonged stay
### Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool Worksheet: Patient Care Module

Ward/Unit: __________________________  Date & Time of Review: ______________  Reviewer(s): ____________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Bed ID</th>
<th>WASTE*</th>
<th>Waste Types</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Invasive Tools</td>
<td>Medications</td>
<td>Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TOTALS

*If any waste type is checked, note YES for waste.

- Total number of patients with any waste identified: ________
- Percent of patients with waste identified: ________
- TOTAL PATIENTS REVIEWED: ________
**Patient Care Module Instructions**

**INSTRUCTIONS**
Review each patient. Use the “Patient Bed ID” column to note an identification that will be understood locally (e.g., room numbers, ward bed numbers, or other identifications typically used on the ward or unit). Use a second worksheet if you need additional space. Note the number of total patients reviewed in the space at bottom of worksheet. Unoccupied beds are not used in this module.

Direct communication with bedside caregivers is recommended for this module. Use review of case notes or patient records only for information that cannot be obtained or if bedside caregivers are not available.

**EXAMPLES OF WASTE or POTENTIAL WASTE to INCLUDE**

**Monitoring:** Any forms of monitoring that are no longer necessary or are being used or completed more frequently than necessary, such as unneeded monitoring or use of monitoring device (this does not include standard vital sign measurements)
- Telemetry
- Pulse oximetry
- Capnography
- Neuro checks
- Capillary glucose checks
- Other

**Invasive Tools:** Consider whether any invasive device is unneeded
- Central lines
- Peripheral IV lines
- Chest tubes
- Drains
- Arterial lines
- Urinary catheter
- Other

**Medications:** Consider whether all medications are still needed and at same route and frequency, particularly those that were initiated during hospitalization
- Antibiotics
- Pain medications
- Other

**Tests:** Consider whether laboratory tests are still helpful
- Orders for daily laboratory tests (e.g., glucose)
- Tests being repeated because results were invalid, or specimen was lost or unusable

**Therapies:** Any form of therapy that may have been appropriate when initiated but is no longer necessary or not necessary at the same frequency
- Physical
- Speech
- Occupational
- Respiratory
Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool Worksheet: Diagnosis Module

Hospital Admissions Waste Types (Medical Ward or Unit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Bed ID</th>
<th>Urinalysis</th>
<th>Thyroid Function</th>
<th>ECG</th>
<th>CXR</th>
<th>Metabolic Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of patients with any waste identified  __________
Percent of patients with waste identified                  __________
TOTAL PATIENTS REVIEWED                                  ________
Comments

Preoperative Evaluation Waste Types (Surgical Ward or Unit)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Bed ID</th>
<th>Urinalysis</th>
<th>Thyroid Function</th>
<th>ECG</th>
<th>CXR</th>
<th>Metabolic Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of patients with any waste identified  __________
Percent of patients with waste identified                  __________
TOTAL PATIENTS REVIEWED                                  ________
Comments
Diagnosis Module Instructions

INSTRUCTIONS
Review each patient. Use the “Patient Bed ID” column to note an identification that will be understood locally (e.g., room numbers, ward bed numbers, or other identifications typically used on the ward or unit). Use a second worksheet if more space is needed. Note the number of total patients reviewed in the space at bottom of worksheet. Unoccupied beds are not used in this module.

Case note or patient record review will be necessary for this module.

1. Hospital Medical Admissions: On any medical ward or inpatient unit, review the case notes or patient record for each patient and evaluate only the initial admission orders — those initiated in Accident & Emergency (Emergency Department), admission unit, or within the first 12 hours since decision to admit.

2. Preoperative Evaluation: On a surgical ward or inpatient unit, review the case notes or patient record for surgical patients (pre-op or post-op) and determine if these five tests were completed during preoperative evaluation, either in an outpatient setting or as part of inpatient pre-operative testing.

3. Determine whether any of the five tests were requested. Do not attempt to validate why the tests were ordered.

EXAMPLES OF WASTE or POTENTIAL WASTE to INCLUDE
The following tests should be considered as possible waste when requested on admission (in physician orders at time of admission and within first 12 hours) or prior to surgery. Reviewers only determine whether or not the test was requested.

- Urinalysis
- Thyroid function studies
- Electrocardiogram (ECG)
- Chest x-ray (CXR)
- Metabolic panel (typically includes glucose, electrolytes, proteins, kidney function tests, and liver enzymes)
### Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool Worksheet: Treatment Module

Ward/Unit: __________________  Date & Time of Review: ________________  Reviewer(s): ______________________________________

Refer to instructions for information on which patients to include.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Bed ID</th>
<th>Anticoagulation</th>
<th>Glucose Management</th>
<th>Postoperative Care</th>
<th>Pain Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On standard</td>
<td>Not on standard</td>
<td>No standard exists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On standard</td>
<td>Not on standard</td>
<td>No standard exists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On standard</td>
<td>Not on standard</td>
<td>No standard exists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On standard</td>
<td>Not on standard</td>
<td>No standard exists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On standard</td>
<td>Not on standard</td>
<td>No standard exists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of patients assessed for standards          __________
Total number of patients on standards                      __________
Total number of patients not on standards                   __________
Total number of patients where no standard exists           __________
### Treatment Module Instructions

**INSTRUCTIONS**

Select a ward or unit and identify the following types of patients for review:

1. Receiving anticoagulants
2. Receiving insulin
3. Postoperative for:
   - a) Elective hip or knee replacement
   - b) Coronary artery bypass graft
   - c) Cardiac valve replacement
   - d) Femoral-popliteal bypass graft
4. Receiving pain control (for any reason — oncology, post-op, chronic pain, etc.)

Do not review patients who are not in these categories.

Determine if a standard protocol or pathway is being used.

Do not attempt to determine if the use or non-use of a protocol is appropriate.

To be considered a "standard" there must be one treatment plan designed for most patients, regardless of the physician caring for the patient.

If treatment plans vary by clinician, such as each surgeon or group of surgeons with a protocol or order set for their patients, this does not represent a standard. In such cases select "no standard exists."

**DEFINITIONS**

- **On standard** — Patient is receiving care according to the standard.
- **Not on standard** — A hospital standard exists, but documentation indicates that it is not being used for the patient’s care.
- **No standard exists** — There is no standard.

*Select this answer if there is a standard for this treatment but not for this type of patient. For example, if an anticoagulation standard exists that is used only for medical patients but you are reviewing a surgical patient, select "no standard exists."
Hospital Inpatient Waste Identification Tool Worksheet: Patient Module

Ward/Unit: ______________________   Date & Time of Review: __________________   Reviewer(s): __________________________

Patient Reference*: ______________________________________   *Optional — Note a reference number to patient if notes or record may be reviewed later. Ensure compliance with privacy and confidentiality policies.

QUESTIONS:

1. Do you feel you could have been discharged home sooner?
   _____NO   _____YES   If yes, why?

2. Was there anything during your hospital stay (such as treatments, tests, or professional visits) that you received or occurred that was not helpful to your recovery, or hindered your recovery?
   _____NO   _____YES   If yes, what?

3. Did you wait longer than expected for anything during your stay (such as a test, procedure, consultation, or results)?
   _____NO   _____YES   If yes, what?

4. Did you have any test or procedure that caused you harm**?
   _____NO   _____YES   If yes, what?

---

**“Harm” is defined as unintended physical injury resulting from or contributed to by medical care that requires additional monitoring, treatment, or hospitalization.
Patient Module Instructions

Identify five adult patients scheduled for discharge to the home setting and who are capable of participating in a brief interview.

First explain the purpose of the interview and obtain permission.

Be sure to inform patients as to what information will be noted and how it will be used.

Only interview patients who are willing to participate.

Record some brief notes with the patient's comments and perspectives in the worksheet.
All white papers in IHI’s Innovation Series are available online at www.ihi.org and can be downloaded at no charge.